Knowledge Exchange Hub at the HKU Faculty of Dentistry

Knowledge exchange (KE) at the HKU Faculty of Dentistry aims to enable and maintain dialogues between the Faculty and non-academic sectors of society for the benefit of both. To meet this aim, the Faculty’s KE Unit was established in September 2008, and in 2009 it developed into the KE Hub (consisting of the KE Unit, Education & Media Technology Unit, and Postgraduate Education & Continuing Dental Education section). The KE Unit is the Faculty’s administrative link to the HKU KE Office.

The HKU Dean of Dentistry, Prof Thomas Flemmig, is Director of both the Faculty’s KE Hub and KE Unit, and is also the Faculty’s representative in the HKU KE Working Group, which is responsible for coordinating the implementation of HKU’s strategic initiatives in KE (outlined in HKU’s latest Strategic Development document, http://www.sppoweb.hku.hk/sdplan/eng/images/doc.pdf).

Supporting the Dean in overseeing KE at Faculty level is the Faculty Executive Committee and the following KE Hub personnel:

Knowledge Exchange Unit (based at Suite 7B39, Prince Philip Dental Hospital):
- **Director**: Prof Thomas Flemmig (Dean)
- **Manager**: Dr Chun-hung Chu
- External Relations Manager: Ms Christina Wong
- Knowledge Exchange Officer: Ms Sau-wan Cheng
- Webmaster: Vacant
- Clerk: Ms Joann YJ Zhao

Education & Media Technology Unit (based at Suite 1B19, Prince Philip Dental Hospital):
- **Manager**: Dr Chun-hung Chu
- Technical Manager: Mr Samuel Hui
- Technical Manager: Miss Vicki Yip
- Senior Technical Officer: Mr Timothy Hui
- Secretary: Ms Zinnia Pang

Postgraduate Education & Continuing Dental Education (based at Room 6B29, Prince Philip Dental Hospital):
- **Director**: Prof Nabil Samman (Associate Dean, Postgraduate & Continuing Education)
- Administrative Assistant: Vacant
- Secretary: Ms Cathie LY Chui ( Continuing Dental Education)
- Executive Officer: Ms Hazel Leung (Postgraduate Education)
- Executive Assistant: Ms Carmen Yip (Postgraduate Education)

We would be pleased to consider any suggestions or comments, and answer any queries, which can be e-mailed to the KE Unit at dentke@hku.hk.
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